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With this mini-guide you will have all the information you need on what the different types of
exams (written, listening and speaking) involve.I hope you find this guide fun as well as
practical and useful.I do know that on these pages you have all the trips, tricks and advice you
need to pass your English exams with flying colours.Good luck! ðJ
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The Ultimate Mini-Guide------------------------------------ENGLISH
EXAMSWritingListeningSpeaking------------------------------------
aprendeinglessila.comContentsHow To Pass an English Writing ExamThe Blank Sheet of
Paper SyndromeBrainstorming and PlanningBeware of DictionariesElectronic TranslatorsKeep
It Simple, My FriendPractice, practice and more practiceReadingCreate More Volume with
Adjectives, Adverbs, ConnectorsStyleRevision and EditingHow To Pass an English Listening
ExamREADOne single wordTensesPicturesLISTENToneInterferenceDifferent
accentsPatienceLetters and NumbersGrammarContextTHINKDeductionPredictionHow to Pass
an English Speaking ExamTry Changing Your PerspectiveTop Tips for Speaking TestsA final
wordHow To Pass an English Writing ExamI'm not going to try and tell you that writing is easy...
in any language... It isn’t.Writing in our native tongue can be difficult enough so I know how
hard it can be to do it in English.What’s more, when we bear in mind the fact that we usually
only wish to learn how to write in English out of necessity – either for work, to pass an English
exam or simply to try and impress a girl or a guy – well, it's understandable that we start to
stress out.But here’s the good news… calm down, there's no need to panic!I have lots of useful
advice for you on how to pass an English writing exam. All you have to do is follow that advice
and you’ll find your English writing becoming easier and easier and then, when it comes to a
writing exam, you’ll be ready!1) The Blank Sheet of Paper SyndromeIs there anything worse
than not knowing what to write?Of course, there is. Sometimes you know exactly what you
should be writing about (because the exam has given you the topic) but you don’t have a clue
where to start or what to say. What I mean is, we all know how sitting staring at a blank sheet
of paper feels.You’re waiting for the ideas but nothing, nothing comes up… you can't start... the
tick-tock of the clock starts getting on our nerves. Arrrrrrgggghhh!!!Not only do you have to
think of something to say, but you also have to worry about HOW to write it in English.Oh my
God!! All this makes you so anxious that you can't think straight.But don’t worry, the human
brain is incapable of being stuck for long.So, my first piece of advice is, if you want to think
clearly, you must first keep calm.Take a deep breath… in… out… Ignore the clock for a
moment. Now move on to point number two.2) Brainstorming and PlanningOnce you feel a little
calmer, the feeling of shock will go (I promise!) and suddenly, out of nowhere, ideas start
coming into your head.“Thank goodness!”, you think. But it's not that simple, you cannot write
down one idea after the other as if you’re writing a shopping list; no way!There's planning to be
done.For instance, let's say the topic is pets… Take a separate piece of paper and write down
all the words, all the ideas that spring to mind.
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